REUNION 2020

Warning Order: CG-09-11-16 1030 Z

1) Situation: FUBAR as usual.

2) Mission: A CG Reunion at 3OT will be conducted in Fall of 2020 to celebrate life, terrorize the locals and talk bad about those not present to defend themselves.

3) General Instructions: BYO...weapons, ammo, pyro, explosives, rations and booze
Uniform: Beret and Woad paint.

4) Specific Instructions: OPORD will be issued NLT 03-2020. IM me with date range that works best for you between late August and December. S1 Doug Lawrence Need a list of everyone. S2 Brent Crossley/ George Clarabut need aerial photos of 30T AO (3K radius). S4 Mimi Tannenbaum we're going to need a small dozer or some breaching charges for clearing (1) road obstacle. (Heavy Gate and possibly a small berm) S2 will provide further details in the OPORD. S5 Doug Lawrence (Yes you again Sir!) Be prepared to issue a PSA to warn the local population against any interference in the operation and get a list of good local attorneys for after. 😊😊😊😊